
MRC ALERT NO 10 … June 22. it's happening! 
 

HAS THE U.S. – IRAN STAND-OFF A PIVOTAL MOMENT YET TO 
COME? 
 

22 June 2019.  Early Friday 21 June 2019, some administration sources 
acted to repair some of the damage to American deterrence caused by the 

Trump backtrack detailed in today’s Israel Report bulletin..  
 

They maintained that the operation was not called off only put back by a 

few days.  
 

Meanwhile, looming over Washington is the short week remaining until the 

June 27 deadline set by Tehran for breaking out of the agreed uranium 

enrichment ceiling up to the 20% level near weapons grade.  

 
Lawmakers from both sides of Congress who were briefed at the White 

House on Thursday, were told that US allies led by Saudi Arabia and Israel 

would view that step as more dangerous even than Iran’s ongoing 
aggression against oil targets and US interests in the region.  

Some of the lawmakers remarked that America, Israel and Saudi Arabia 

may decide that Iran must be stopped from resuming its progress towards a 

nuclear weapon – even by military action. 

Therefore, the pivotal moment of the US-Iranian standoff has not passed; it 

was just postponed by 7 to 10 days.  
 

It must be said, however, that it is hard to establish whether the reporting on 
the turbulent events of the last 24 hours genuinely reflected President 

Trump’s reasoning and calculations or, indeed, Iran’s next steps.  

Will Tehran meet the US President halfway by tempering its belligerent 

acts? Or be encouraged to redouble them by piling on attacks on additional 

US and allied targets?   

The first clue came Friday morning, when Iran’s Defence Minister 

maintained that there is no longer any doubt that it was the United States 

which attacked the two oil tankers in the Gulf of Oman.  ….. Developing  
 

IRANIAN GUARDS CHIEF THREATENS AMERICA  

June 22, 2019.   General Hossein Salami, commander of Iran’s 
Revolutionary Guard Corps, issued this statement after the US drone was 
downed. 

“Shooting down the American spy drone had a clear, decisive, firm and 

accurate message,” he said. “The guardians of the borders of Islamic Iran 

will decisively respond to the violation of any stranger to this land. The 



only solution for the enemies is to respect the territorial integrity and 

national interests of Iran.” 

Contesting this, Lieutenant General Joseph Guastella, [pictured above] 
commander of the US CENTCOM Air Force, said the American drone was 

shot down by a surface-to-air missile from an Iranian site near Goruk while 

on a surveillance mission over international waters near the previous tanker 

attacks.  
 

BREAKING NEWS.  Try to spare time to listen to … 

Don Stewart’s BREAKING NEWS 20 June 2019 
 
https://www.hischannel.com/BreakingNewsMonday/5002A 
 
 

https://www.hischannel.com/BreakingNewsMonday/5002A

